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As part of our ongoing commitment to implementing innovative solutions for the industry, Land Services
SA has recently engaged with various stakeholders to identify new ways of improving access to the
products and services we offer.
Industry consultation has stimulated feedback and generated innovative ideas on how we can improve
our services whilst modernising business operations.
The SAILIS system continues to functionally meet the needs of the market and customer access to SAILIS
will not change.
During the industry consultation process, we identified that customers wanted an option to integrate
LSSA products and services into their existing workflow and software. Customers requested that LSSA
build a platform that not only provides access to the traditional images, but also structured data that
might be integrated into their workflow platforms.
On the back of this feedback we’re excited to announce our latest innovation, the ability for Land Registry
Products and Searches to be consumed through an API (Application Programming Interface).
We have commenced the creation of the APIs, titles, dealings and plans and auxiliary products, which
enable customers to consume both images and structured data though system-to-system integration.
Land Services SA customers will now be able to automate product ordering, process efficiencies through
integrated data aligned to workflow; which brings with it not only automation benefits but reduced risks
of manual data entry on to important property documents.

How to access this new service:
We are delighted to announce LSSA have entered into an agreement with national property data solutions
and technology provider GlobalX.
As LSSA continues to build individual APIs for individual products, LSSA will pilot the access to the APIs via
GlobalX to ensure a smooth market transition.
LSSA will continue to work to expand this solution set to other SAILIS products, which are critical to every
conveyancing and property law transaction in South Australia.

GlobalX will offer live South Australian Property Information via their online and software solutions, and
through an extensive integration partner network including the CATS Conveyancing Software, REI Forms
Live, Matter Centre, Open Practice and over 20 integration partners.
The agreement also extends the provision of South Australian property information to GlobalX API
Connect, an extensive Application Programming Interface (API) allowing organisations to connect to
GlobalX’s national regulatory information services to receive documents and structured data directly back
to their chosen software management system.
To find out more about accessing South Australian Property through GlobalX API Connect click here.

